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There are many products with good market demand that farmers could readily
produce. Yet neither they, nor the traders, could connect with each other. This
can be overcome relatively simply, and then result in a rapid expansion of crops.
Informing farmers from the Kaew Set kum ban about the commercial potential
of coffee resulted in a sudden and dramatic regain of interest in coffee growing
increasing the area for coffee production to three-fold in a year time.

Summary

The agricultural landscape in Keaw Set Kum Ban, Khoune district Xieng Khouang is changing rapidly. In many back yards you find nurseries with coffee
seedlings and farmers are preparing forest lands for coffee plantations. Over
200 households are engaging in coffee planting increasing the area of coffee
plantations from 36 hectares to 126 hectares in a year time. While farmers did
not care to harvest their coffee plants a year ago at a price of 6000 Kip/kg, they
now sell the coffee at 18.000 Kip/kg providing plenty of incentives to further
invest in coffee. It all started with a study visit to Bolaven plateau early 2010
organized by the SADU project as part of the Agro-Enterprise Development
Process. This year harvest of the households having harvestable coffee plants
already, valued 120 million kip.

In many back-yards new coffee
nurseries have been established
during the last year.

The context
Lao coffee is increasingly recognized at the international markets. The Bolaven
plateau is the dominant production area, yet coffee can be grown in other
areas in Laos too. An IFAD project planted coffee in Keow Set kumban, Koune
district Xieng Khouang Province in 2001 (Arabica). While doing an assessment
of potential commercial crops in Kaew Set in 2010, the SADU team encountered
abandoned and partly overgrown coffee plantations. Villagers were not
interested in managing the plantations as the price offered by Chinese traders
was a meager 6000 Kip / kg only. Moreover, the villagers lacked knowledge
on coffee growing and had no access to other market linkages or any price
information on coffee.

Assessing feasibility
To ensure that the coffee at Kaew Set has commercial potential SADU invited an
international coffee expert to assess the physical conditions as well as the quality
of the coffee stands and the produce. The expert reported enthusiastically about
the potential for coffee growing in Kaew Set and advised SADU to further invest
in the coffee market chain. Moreover, a sample was sent to an international coffee
buyer who judged the intrinsic quality as good, yet poor post-harvest handling
does currently affect the quality.

The expert recommended amongst others:
• Physical conditions for coffee growing are excellent and farmers,
•
•

•

including a substantial number of women, are very keen to take up 		
coffee growing as a commercial activity.
Introducing Catimor varieties combining good quality with Coffee 		
Leaf Rust resistancy. Particularly recommended are: P 86, P 88 and 		
P 90 originating from Colombia and H 528, originating from Brazil.
Increase the area for coffee gradually parallel to investing in 			
farmers knowledge and skills preferably by on-the-job training 		
and coaching.
Aim at niche / boutique markets for specialty coffee.

Fig 2. Also rural women take an
active interest in coffee growing.
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Learning about the market potential

Invited by SADU to a study visit to the Bolaven plateau farmers learned that
the prices fetched per kg by coffee farmers at Bolaven were threefold the price
paid in Xieng Khouang. Through the visit farmers regained an interest in coffee
growing. The sudden recognition of the commercial potential of coffee triggered
great enthusiasm amongst the farmers in Kaew Set. Supported by SADU farmers
restored existing plantations and set up nurseries to increase the area for coffee
growing substantially.
Table 1. Coffee expansion and supplied seedlings in Kaew Set Zone

No

Village

Coffee
HHs

Exist
Area
(ha)

Plan to
Expand
Area
(ha)

Seedlings
supplied

Coffee
seed
(kg)

Plastict
bags
suppied
(kg)

Group

Remark

1

Tan Nua

38

1.2

16.34

40850

14

195

2

2

Tan Tai

38

17

47.6

116000

39

552

3

3

Piang

57

17.9

33.75

76200

25

363

3

4

Pong

23

0

17.2

43000

14

205

3

Lao Loum /
Hmong
Lao Loum
Lao Loum /
Hmong
Hmong

5

Pak Hing

46

0

13.84

34600

12

165

3

Hmong

202

36.1

128.73

310650

104

1,479

14

Total

Village

Capacity Building

In the meanwhile SADU worked together with the district Agricultural staff
on building the required capacity of farmers to grow coffee for commercial
purposes. An international coffee expert trained farmers on-the-job in Kaew Set.
SADU also approached Bolaven Farms for advise. This resulted, amongst others,
in the offer from Bolaven Farms to train farmers from Kaew Set at Bolaven Farms.
Four Hmong farmers were selected and went for a 8 weeks training at Bolaven
farms. Upon return the four trainees formulated an extension plan covering all 5
villages in close collaboration with the DAFO Khoune and the kum Ban and village
authorities.

Processing

The poor processing (shelling) and drying of the beans was found to lower the
quality and more advanced shelling machines were installed in two villages.
The machines are managed by the coffee groups and individual farmers pay a
fee for the service rendered. The accumulated fees cover for maintenance of the
machines.

The Power of a joint Vision

Ban Itou at the Bolaven plateau Champasack Province is a real coffee growing village. Households grow and market coffee through a community level
cooperative that has enabled them to apply internal quality control, develop
an own local brand including local processing and access highly lucrative
international markets for organic coffee.
Through a study visit to ban Itou farmers and local authorities from Kaew Set
not only learned about the commercial potential of coffee. Above all, the visit
did inspire them and provided them with the confidence that also in Kaew Set
they could take things in own hands. They started visioning about what would
be possible taking joint and serious action to promote coffee and coffee
groups back home. The sudden explosion of activities around coffee thrives on
this joint vision.

Fig 4. The shelling facility.
The shelling facility is collectively used
and managed by the groups. An agreed
upon fee is paid to assure sufficient
budget for maintenance and repair
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Embedding in the local policy planning

The Kum Ban authorities have embraced coffee as a priority commercial product
and hope to further develop Kaew Set as a coffee growing area. The story of Kaew
Set has also raised the interest of the Provincial Agricultural office in coffee as a
potential commercial product in Xieng Khouang.
The active backing and support of policy makers and local public service
providers is essential to the further growth of the coffee sector not only in Kaew
Set but potentially to neighboring Kum Bans in Khoune district.

The future outlook

The quick success got farmers really enthusiastic about coffee and they plan
ahead to, not only increase their area for coffee plantation, but also move towards
local value adding. The farmer groups plan for roasting coffee locally in the future
and hope to develop an own brand to access domestic and international markets.
They chose to go for quality and collectively agreed to practice organic production refraining from using chemicals.

Fig 3. Coffee in the forest.
Coffee in Kaew Set is grown under a
canopy of natural forest. Villagers clean
the under-growth in the forest to plant
their coffee trees but leave the mature
trees standing to provide shading.

The International coffee market is currently providing them good perspectives
with historically high prices and a constant search for quality specialty products.

A promising market outlook for quality coffee

The executive director of the International Coffee Organisation (ICO) stated
recently that world consumption will reach 145 million bags (60 kg) in five years
time, assuming growth of 2 @ 3 % a year, while production struggles behind
with 125 million bags. This supply deficit in the international market will continue to exist for many years to come, forcing international traders to pay higher
prices. With a disappointing harvest in Latin America coffee prices are expected
to be at historical record heights in 2011.

Lessons learnt

1. Provided that their is a real market potential, supporting farmers to get

2.

3.
4.
5.

exposure to inspiring best practices in terms of production AND marketing
of certain products through study or exchange visits is a worthwhile investment delivering fast results in terms of volume increase as well as increase of
income for farmer households.
The establishment of farmer groups has been essential in organizing supplies
and in the collective management of equipment. Groups also can ensure a
more inclusive development of the market chain through participation of
more vulnerable households and women as group members.
Capacity building of farmers in terms of technical / field management skills as
well as in terms of capacities to effectively manage their groups is essential
Ones gaining confidence farmers and/or representatives of farmer groups are
able to plan independently and have shown pro-activeness in establishing
market linkages.
Embedding interventions in the local policy context is important to safeguard support from the authorities in terms of enabling environment and in
service delivery.

Fig 5. Staff of the District
Agricultural Office, inspects together
with SADU team the nursery of a
farmer in Ban Hing.

Small-holder Agricultural Market Development in the Uplands of the Lao PDR - SADU
SADU is funded by the SDC and implemented by NAFRI, NAFES and CIAT to pilot new approaches that will enable
smallholder farmers to engage in market systems. Activities are conducted in Xieng Khouang Province (Paek, Khoun,
Phou Khouth and Nong Het Districts) and in Luang Prabang (Xieng Ngeun, Paxeng and Phontong Districts).
Further information about the project can be obtained directly from the CIAT office in the NAFRI compound or at
www.saduproject.org
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